
CED Videokonferenz 17.2 16:00 – 17:10 

Attendees: 

Sissy Max-Theurer  

Andrzej Sałacki 

Thomas Baur 

Alan Andabaka 

Simona Fialova 

Orsolya Hillier 

Lenka Sekaninova 

Dr. Ilja Vietor 

Eva-Maria Vint-Warmington  

Alice Schwab 

SMT welcomes everybody and suggested to start with Rule Revision because Thomas had to leave 

little earlier  

Agenda: 

1. Partnership with European Equestrian Federation, new agreement,  

A.S Talked about the importance of working close together and having a much more stronger vote in 

the EEF and also FEI 

A.A. will help with a proposal of Balkan Nations and send this to T.B who will go thru it and give it 

then to all others 

everybody is looking forward to get it done to become really strong 

A.S. also is asking for photos of the new members to put it on the CED Webpage – please send it to 

Daniel Karpiński daniel@kjlewada.pl  

2. 5 Arenas Cup - second year,  

Andrzej: open for all European Countries, already good sponsors, new ones are always welcome 

Photos from the Venues would also be nice for promotion 

3. Promotion of our products in CED countries: 

- Bohemia Donau Trophy - Ilja, letter to Carina asking for having this clear as a national show 

- Young Horses Championship for CED countries – Thomas: postponed because I´m waiting for the 

final agreement of EEF 

4. Five years of CED in October in Zakrzów  

Didi Sifkovits and also President of EEF will be invited 

5. Olympic Games Paris - team and individual qualification – is already set for Paris 

    Qualification to World Cup for group C – T.B. postponed after round call with EEF next week 

6. Rules revision 2022 

we went thru the proposal of Riders Club and discussed the points. 

Choice for Top Hat will be brought in again 

mailto:daniel@kjlewada.pl


Choice for GP or Short GP (only World Cup) by the Organizer 

Option for STG/ INT I scheduled only for 7-9Y old horses 

Safty Strap at the Saddle we think is not needed on international level- no 

Come Back of the collective marks at least 2: one for the horse, one for the rider 

Some additional Topics T.B. has heard of: 

CDI-Am: if somebody is an amateur or not decision should only be up to his/her NF not to the FEI 

Correcting more than 5% difference in one Judges result automatically – no 

 

AUT Rule Revision Proposal will be sent out to all of you – please force your NF to also send the 

document in their name to the FEI  

 

SMT thanks all for the meeting and hopes to see all soon 

 


